
Advanced  
Spring TechnologyHENDRICKSON SPRING

- Larger payloads 
- Superior performance 
- Exceptional durability

With experience, expertise and vision, Hendrickson continues to redefine leaf spring and suspension engineering for 
military and commercial vehicle applications around the world. Hendrickson’s innovations in exclusive manufacturing 
and materials technology have revolutionized leaf spring performance. Proprietary suspension technology allows for 
engineering design efficiency to reduce weight, improve ride performance, and increase durability.

To learn more about Military Suspension 
Products, call 630.910.2800 or visit 
www.hendrickson-defense.com



SPRINGS and BUSHINGS

Monoleaf Spring
Innovative spring design provides
truck steer axles with a more efficient
suspension system and significant
weight savings.

Today, Hendrickson has further advanced state-of-the-art spring technology 
with additional weight and cost reductions, while taking another step forward 
in further increasing strength and spring life.

Airlinks
Suspension main support members provide 
excellent ride without sacrificing handling.

Multi-Leaf Spring
Rugged yet efficient design to suit a
variety of demanding applications.

Z-Spring
High-performing air suspension main support 
members provide enhanced durability.

Solid and Tube Stabilizers
The advantages of tube stabilizers are
becoming increasingly important in weight-
critical applications in the new generation
of trucks.

Advanced Bushings
High-performance and durable elastomer 
products that provide tuneable features to 
meet a wide range of demanding 
commercial vehicle applications.  

Off-Road Bogie Spring
Rear heavy-section parabolic springs 
designed and produced for a variety
of off-road applications.

Parabolic Taper-Leaf Spring
Custom designed for a variety of
on-highway and off-road applications.
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Call Hendrickson at 630.910.2800 or 855.RIDERED (743.3733) for additional information.
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